CONFORMATION – JUDGE: MR. HIROSHI KAMISATO
BEST OF BREED: GCHG MONARK NOBODY’S FOOL; Bernadette Ducker, Karen Bruneau
BEST OF WINNERS: AWESOME SHENANIGANS AT EUZKALZALE; Chrystal Rackley, Terry Denney-Combs
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX: GCHS RIVERGROVES DESIGNED TO FINISH; John & Audra Harman-Payne, Jean Boyd
SELECT DOG: GCH GEYSER CREEKS COWBY CHROME; Norina & Clayton Shields
SELECT BITCH: CH EUZKALZALE APACHE ANNI; Crystal Chapman, Terry Denney-Combs
AWARDS OF MERIT: GCH GEYSER CREEKS COWBY CHROME; Norina & Clayton Shields
GCH R PYR LONE STAR GAMBLER!; Terrie Strom
BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR: R PYR SUNSHINE AND WHISKEY; Terrie Strom
BEST PUPPY: PYRSRUS CESSARAE’S SERAPHIC CELESTIAL MELODY; Roland Trinka
BEST VETERAN: CH EUZKALZALE WHICH WITCH? NOT THIS BITCH! CGC; Kimberly Burns, Terry Denney-Combs
NOHS BOB: GCH RIVERGROVES DESIGNED TO FINISH; John & Audra Harman Payne, Jean Boyd
WINNERS DOG: PYRSRUS SER OLAF GHOST OF WINTERFELL; Laura Sommer
RESERVE WINNERS DOG: EUZKALZALE MYSTIC WARRIOR; Terry Denney-Combs, Leo Nunez
WINNERS BITCH: AWESOME SHENANIGANS AT EUZKALZALE; Chrystal Rackley, Terry Denney-Combs
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH: KAROLASKA TRES JOLIE D’ARNAULT; Linda Whisenhunt, Kimberly Kentopp